Characterizing water vapor and cloud effects on the surface radiation budget is critical for understanding the current climate because water vapor is the most important greenhouse gas in the atmosphere and clouds are one of the largest Global mean surface temperature has increased by about 0.6°C in the past three decades (1), mainly due to increased absorbed solar energy by the Earth's surface. Solar radiation absorption is modulated by clouds, mainly cloud amount, height, and microphysical/optical properties (2). Characterizing cloud effects on the surface radiation
budget is critical for understanding the current climate and an important step toward simulating potential climate change. Therefore, clouds have been classified as the highest priority in climate change by the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative (3). Although most emphasis in the climate community has been on shortwave (SW) radiation, it accounts for only half of the radiation budget. The variability of longwave (LW) radiation with respect to cloud properties should also be understood, especially since the downwelling LW flux is also strongly correlated with atmospheric water vapor, the atmosphere's dominant greenhouse gas, which has a positive feedback on surface warming.
This study, motivated by recent reports (4) (5) (6) , presents the monthly anomalies of water vapor, clouds, and radiation using data collected from January 1997 to December 2) Can we quantitatively estimate the impact of clouds on the surface radiation budget?
3) How does the NET flux impact climate change at the ARM SCF? An 8-yr record of atmospheric water vapor, clouds, and radiation has been generated using surface observations at the ARM SCF. The centerpiece of the cloudradiation instrument array is the Millimeter Wavelength Cloud Radar (MMCR) (7). The ). This result does not make physical sense because all-sky insolation normally has a negative correlation with CF, that is, insolation decreases with increased CF (12) . Therefore, we use another approach, a second-order least-squares fit, to determine the tendencies of monthly mean anomalies. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , there is a nearly perfect negative correlation between CF and insolation from the second-order fit, indicating that the second order fits are more appropriate for mimicking the 8-yr trends in both CF and insolation.
If we divide the 8 years into two even time periods, the CF decreases 5.5% and insolation increases 12.77 Wm -2 (-2.32 Wm Assuming a constant cloud-base emissivity during entire 8-yr period, the downwelling 
